MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Sorinex Exercise Equipment Inc. (Sorinex) offers a Lifetime Warranty on all structural steel material, equipment frames, and welding integrity when used as intended as applicable to the original purchaser (non-transferable). The customer bears the responsibility of contacting Sorinex with the pertinent information as the condition of the equipment. If the issue is determined to be covered under warranty Sorinex will be responsible for replacement of defective products/parts. Sorinex will supply return packaging and shipping or cover on-site labor costs provided by a certified Sorinex Equipment Repair Specialist.

Daily/Weekly Maintenance
Clean rack and wipe down equipment weekly, at a minimum. Use environmentally friendly, non-toxic, and biodegradable cleaner (i.e. Gym Wipes or Simple Green) for best results. Equipment should NOT be left outside unless it was specifically designed and painted to do so. Check Safety Accessories (J-Hooks, Safety Straps, and Spotters) before use, contact us immediately if anything is unusual or broken. If you have any questions on how to use a specific piece of equipment, please contact us via phone or email to ensure proper use.

Quarterly/Annual Maintenance
Frames - It is very important to keep the equipment clean and dry to minimize chance of rust or corrosion. Clean rack regularly, especially after working out. Use an environmentally friendly, non-toxic, and biodegradable cleaner (i.e. Simple Green) for best results. Scratches and gouges may occur from regular use. It is not recommended to place equipment in or near areas of high humidity, near water, or outdoors as this may negatively effect the paint and finish of the equipment.

Upholstery - Inspect for rips and tears. A solution of 10% household liquid dish soap with warm water applied with a soft damp cloth will remove most soiling. If necessary, use a solution of liquid cleanser and water and rub with a soft bristle brush. Wipe away residue with a water-dampened cloth.

Hardware - Check all bolts and hardware to ensure they are tightened. If you find any loose 1” bolts, tighten using a 1.5” wrench, socket, or impact driver.

Cables, Weight Stacks & Guide Rods - Inspect all cables for wear or damage. Check for areas that expose wire cable and ensure proper tension. Replace worn or damaged cables immediately. Inspect all weight stacks for proper alignment and operation. Wipe all guide rods over their entire length and lubricate with a light coat of "Blaster Silicone Lubricant". DO NOT use WD-40 as a guide rod lubricant as it is primarily a cleaner and degreaser.